ACME INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL,SOHNA
ANNUALPLANNER (2018-2019)
CLASS-II
MATHS

April-

Textbook chapter-1(let us revise), chapter-2(counting in groups)
Workbook chapter-1, chapter-2

Activity-

learn through abacus, number line
Basket activity, geometrical activity

MAY-

Textbook chapter-3(Numbers from 100 to 999) ,chapter-4(More about numbers)
Workbook chapter-3, chapter-4

ACTIVITY- Make 10 cards with a number from 0 to 9 written on each card and pick out any three cards
arrange the numbers on them to form the smallest and greatest three digit number.
JUNE-

Summer vacation

JULY-

Textbook chapter-5(Addition with carry),chapter-6(Borrow and subtract)
Workbook chapter-5,chapter-6
Activity-Get 6 digit and separate into pair.
Separate properly get 6 digit and separate into pa

AUGUST-

Textbook chapter-7(Multiplication)
Workbook chapter-7

Activity-

learn sharing by dividing chocolates, tofees,other objects.

SEPTEMBER- Textbook chapter-9(fractions)
Workbook chapter-9
Activity-

learn fraction by cutting objects into parts such as paper.

OCTOBER- Textbook chapter-10(patterns)
Workbook chapter-10
NOVEMBER- Textbook- chapter-12(Time), chapter-13(Money)
Workbook chapter-12
Activity-

Learn time concepts by using clock.

DECEMBER--Textbook-chapter-14(shapes), chapter-15(data handling)

Workbook- chapter-14, chapter-15
Activity-learn shape by using objects such as books, birthday cards.
Make a list of things used in week.
JANUARY- Textbook chapter-8(let us share)
Activity-learn sharing by dividing chocolates, tofees,other objects.
FEBUARY- Textbook chapter-11(measurement)
Activity-learn measurement using the classroom things such as pencil, pencil box etc.

ENGLISH
Book name – Discovering ENLISH)
Publisher-E-Dac Learning system
April-Textbook chapter-1(Mina the optimist), chapter-2(friends forever)
Grammer-Noun,verbs
MAY- Textbook chapter-3(Neera and Tara), chapter-4(Aryan and pizza)
Grammar-Adverbs, adjective
JUNE-Summer vacation
JULY- Textbook chapter-5(Anya runs away),chapter-6(Cheenu grateful friend)
Grammer-Airticles, Use of these and those.
AUGUST- Textbook chapter-7(Bonga nand robby), chapter-8(lost biscuit)
Grammer-punctution, Prepositions
SEPTEMBER-Revision
OCTOBER- Textbook chapter-9(Neema and the ghost)
Grammar-

Synonyms

NOVEMBER- Textbook chapter-10(chitra learns to adjust)
Grammar-

Opposites

DECEMBER-Textbook chapter-11(parth becomes responsible)
Grammar-

Singular plural

JANUARY- Textbook chapter-12(greedy mini)

EVS
Book name – Discovering EVS.
Publisher-E-Dac Learning system
April- Textbook chapter-1(Things around us), chapter-2(My body organs)
Workbook chapter-1, chapter-2
MAY- Textbook chapter-3(sensing the world), chapter-4(Animals around us)
Workbook- chapter-3, chapter-4
JUNE-Summer vacation
JULY- Textbook chapter-5(plants around us), chapter-6(Fun with games)
Workbook chapter-5, chapter-6
AUGUST- Textbook chapter-7(houses)
Workbook chapter-7
SEPTEMBER-Textbook chapter-9(Water)
Workbook chapter-9
OCTOBER- Textbook chapter-10(Air and its uses)
Workbook chapter-10
NOVEMBER- Textbook chapter-12(Directions)
Workbook chapter-12
DECEMBER-Textbook chapter-8(food and hygiene)
Workbook chapter-8
JANUARY- Textbook chapter-11(Transport)
Workbook chapter-11
FEBUARY- Textbook chapter-13(our country)
Workbook chapter-13

COMPUTER
Practical work on system +worksheets will be given to students (month vise)

GK
Current affairs and worksheets will be given according to curriculum (month vise)

